
ATIPIC used  in  furniture  production  and  interior  design  a  variety  of  materials,  accessories,
technologies and equipment, conventional or less conventional, to resolve requirements of projects
and their beneficiaries. The following materials may be used individually or together to create a unified
environment, personalized, unique, as you have designed, desirable or dreamed.

The materials are some of those used in production, they will try to create a picture the wide range of
possibilities  to  choose  from.  The  materials  used  in  furniture  industry   often  beyond  the  limits  of
imagination.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

COMPOSITE  MATERIALS : Corian; Hanex; Krion; Himax etc.

DuPont ™ Corian® is a solid composite material, non-porous, composed of natural mineral, acrylic
resin  (also  known  as  PolyMethyl  MethAcrylate  or  PMMA)  and  non-toxic  pigments.  Due  to  its
characteristics,  Corian® offers  a  wide  range  of  possibilities  in  design  and  execution  elements  of
modern furniture,  nonconformist,  furniture and cladding unitary monoblock.  It  is  a thermoformable
material, which can take various shapes and sizes, depending the designer or arhitect's imagination.

The main features are:

- Resistant to mechanical and chemical factors, without any change in shape or consistency

- Solid, non-porous, without capillary or microcracks

- Nontoxic, used in the food or medical industry

- Splices and joints almost invizivile

- Can repair, recondition, refinish matte or glossy

- Can be translucent

- The three-dimensional thermoformed

DuPont Corian  ®

Corian® colors 

Tehnical details Corian®

Technical data were taken from the manufacturer or distributor website. We disclaim  any errors or
omissions.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Solid wood; domestic and exotic wood species - Holver massiv wood

Veneer ; domestic and exotic wood species - Holver veneer

Laminated wood boards -   Holver decorative boards

http://www.holver.ro/produse/placi-decorative
http://www.holver.ro/produse/furnir
http://www.holver.ro/shop/placi-brute-si-pt-constructii/placi-lemn-masiv-1-strat/foios/placa-lemn-masiv-stejar-ab-1-strat-massiv-forest-products~p1173923?category=829324&page=2
http://www.dupont.com/products-and-services/construction-materials/surface-design-materials/surfaces-technical-library.html
http://www.dupont.com/products-and-services/construction-materials/surface-design-materials/brands/corian-solid-surfaces/products/corian-all-colors.html
http://www.dupont.com/products-and-services/construction-materials/surface-design-materials/brands/corian-solid-surfaces.html
http://www.dupont.com/products-and-services/construction-materials/surface-design-materials/brands/corian-solid-surfaces.html


Composites boards : DIBOND®; Alucobond; and so on.

DIBOND® - is a composite  material produced by ALCAN Singen GmbH German company.

DIBOND® boards have sides from a special aluminum alloy  thickness 0.3 mm and meaty black

high density polyethylene . The surfaces are covered with the polyester paint according to

standards ECCA (European Coil Coating Association)

The main features are:

- High corrosion resistance

- Easy to work with the usual tools, electrical or pneumatic

- A hard, perfectly flat, ideal for screen printing and digital printing

- Resistance to bending, rolling is the minimum radius = 15 x thickness

- Lightweight material

- Vibration absorbing such use in the automobile construction and cars is an advantage

- Can be used  both indoor  and outdoor applications 

- Special UV resistance

- Excellent outdoor stability , working temperature between -50C ° and + 80C °.

- Minimum Thermal Expansion

- 100% Recyclable

Tehnical specifications DIBOND

Technical data were taken from the  manufacturer or distributor website. We disclaim any errors or
omissions.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

HPL (high-pressure laminates) : Fundermax, Resopal, Formica, Arpa, Dekodur and so on.

Melamine (high-pressure laminates) is a material in the form of foil / board of variable thickness used
for decorative cladding unfinished boards with various decorations.

HPL was invented in America early last century, more precisely in 1913. Though passed almost 100
years since its invention, material limits regarding possible applications not yet been reached, and
many innovations occur in the world each year and are promoted at specialized fairs and symposiums.
Manufacturers like Dekodur innovates continously in the HPL's field and creates new trends on the
occasion of the annual exhibitions. HPL (High Pressure Laminate) is a composition based paper and
phenolic resins. Basically, several sheets of kraft paper passed through a bath of phenolic resin are
stacked, applies a final sheet which give the décor and all these are put in a special press where they
sit  for about 1 hour at 150gr C. The result  is highly resistant sheet material in different sizes and
thickness  between  0.5  and  25mm.  Decor  sheet  is  usually  high  definition  print  on  paper  special

http://www.dekodur.com/en/high-pressure-laminates.html
http://www.arpaindustriale.com/
http://www.formica.com/en/us
http://www.resopal.de/products/high-pressure-laminate-en?customlang=en
https://www.fundermax.at/
http://www.signforce.co.uk/Signforce/Dibond_files/dibond-datasheet-en.pdf


reproducing  colors, wood , abstract designs or customized designs. Instead of print, manufacturers
like Dekodur also use metals (aluminum, stainless steel, copper, tin, gold and platinum), fabrics or
rocks.

International Committee of the Decorative Laminates Industry - ICDLI

Technical data were taken from the manufacturer or distributor website. We disclaim any errors or
omissions.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHIPBOARD; MDF; HDF

Based on the same method of processing wood fibers,  MDF or HDF are boards that can be used in
the manufacture of furniture, decorative elements, interior or for the installation of various concepts of
modern  or  classic  design.  It  is  a  material  that  can  be  finished  directly  by  painting,  varnishing,
melaminare or veneered . Compared to chipboard which has 160-450 kg / m³ density, MDF has a
density of 600-800 kg / m³ and HDF  has a density of 600-1450 kg / m³.

Kronospan

Egger

Technical data were taken from the  manufacturer or distributor website . We disclaim any errors or
omissions.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transparent or translucent acrylic boards:

PLEXIGLAS®   or  methyl  polymethylmethacrylate,  was  produced  for  the  first  time  by  Rohm  in
Germany and registered as a trademark under this name. Differences in manufacturing technology
have led to the development in  two directions of the product obtained by extrusion and moulding.

PLEXIGLAS®XT Colorless –  Standard boards  with  UV absorption  -   Resistance  to  weathering-
Excellent transparency 92% -  Rohm guarantee transparency loss <1% in 10 years – Impact resistent. 

Plexiglas®  GS Colorless –  The  main  feature  of  Plexiglas®  GS  front  of  XT   derive  from  the
manufacturing process, resulting in a stable product with a minimum internal tensions.  Lightweight (d
= 1.19g / cm3) compared to glass - Resistance to weathering – Soundproof – Agreed  food industry –
Very good transparency 92% - The manufacturer guarantee transparency loss < 1% in 10 years.

Technical specifications Plexiglas

Technical data was taken from the manufacturer or distributor website . We disclaim any errors or
omissions.

http://www.plexiglas.com/en/acrylic-sheet/plexiglas-expert/specification-requirements-/index.html
http://www.egger.com/shop/ro_RO/produse
http://www.kronospan.ch/en.htm
http://www.icdli.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/ICDLI_en.pdf

